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Abstract.    In the paper we build classifiers of texts reflecting opinions of currency market analysts about  euro/dollar 
rate. The process includes 3 steps: 1) selection of linguistic indicators (keywords) reflecting text tonality and text 
parameterization 2) classification of documents for learning classifiers 3) building classifiers. We consider various 
combinations of classes: growth, fall, constancy, not-growth, not-fall. The classifiers are built using Group Method of 
Data Handling (GMDH) and regression analysis. In the experiments we use data of Forex market. Results of 
experiments show limited possibilities of regression analysis for building classifiers in comparison with GMDH. The 
latter provides the accuracy of 60 %-80 % (for different classifiers). Therefore the proposed technique can be the useful 
addition to existing quantitative methods.  
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1 Introduction 
 

In the paper we consider the possibility to forecast a behaviour of the currency pair euro/dollar using texts of Forex 
news. Forex news taken together during 2 days are considered as one textual unit. Usually such a unit includes 3-5 
documents. The relative frequencies of keywords from these documents are independend variables for a model to be 
built. The tendency of changes in currency rate is a subject of forecast, so these changes are considered as a dependent 
variable.  The Table 1 illustrates an example of data set: 

Tab.1. Source data for learning model 
Date  Documents Euro/Dollar rate Market 

13.03.2012 Text-1 1,25  
15.03.2012 Text-2 1,15 Fall 
17.03.2012 Text-3 1,24 Growth 
19.03.2012 Text-4 1,22 Constancy 
21.03.2012 Text-5 1,26 Growth  

 

Speaking constancy we mean an insignificant change in currency rate. The threshold for such an evaluation depends 
on expert opinion. In the paper we build 4 types of classifiers. The corresponding classes and points for denomination of 
these classes are presented in Table 2. Two competitive methods are compared: Group Method of Data Handling 
(GMDH) and traditional regression analysis (RA). GMDH is implemented by the system GMDH Shall, RA is 
implemented by the statistical package EViews.   
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Tab.2. Type of classifiers 
Type  Classes Points for classes 

1 Growth, Fall {+1,-1} 
2 Growth, Constancy, Fall {+1,0,-1} 
3 Growth, Not-growth {+1,0} 
4 Fall, Not-fall {-1,0} 

 

Players and analysts of Forex market use various formal mathematical and informal models. The majority of 
mathematical models are based on RA. The informal approach is based on the comparison of a current sitation with 
other cases in the past. As a rule the players do not publish papers with descriptions of their models for decision 
making. They only play and hide their strategies 

The other sections of the paper are organized as follows. Section 2 describes linguistic resources (corpus and 
vocabulary). Section 3 describes the experiments (inductive modelling and regression analysis). Section 4 concludes the 
paper.  

 

2  Linguistic resources 
 

2.1  Document corpus 
 

The Forex news were downloaded from the site http://www.dailyfx.com/ .  This site proved to be the most confident  
source of information. The general characteristics of the corpus are presented in Table 3. Appendix 1 contains the 
example of one news. 

Tab.3. Characteristics of the document corpus 
 Value  

Number of documents  89 
Average lengths of textual unit (words) 513 

 

The structure of document corpus for different classes is presented in Table 4.  One should note that for the binary 
classifier {Growth, Fall} the texts from the class Constancy were distributed between the classes Growth and Fall  

Tab.4. Structure of document corpus 
Type Growth Constancy Fall Not growth Not fall Totally 

Type 1 43 - 46 - - 89 
Type 2 30 24 35 - - 89 
Type 3 30 - - 59 - 89 
Type 4 - - 35 - 54 89 

 

2.2  Linguistic variables and text parameterization 
 

Linguistic variables are keywords and key expressions (we will refer to them as keywords as well) that allow 
transforming textual documents to their vectorial form. We build the list of keywords using 2 steps 

Step 1. Automatic word selection with the program LexisTerm; 

Step 2. Expert corrects the selected words removing redundant words and adding the necessary ones. 

LexisTerm selects words according the criterion of word specificity.  Speaking ‘word specificity’ with respect to a 
given corpus we mean a factor K  ≥ 1, which shows how much word frequency in the corpus fC(w) exceeds its frequency 
in the general lexis fL(w): K = fC(w) / fL(w). Appendix 2 shows the graphic interface of the LexisTerm.   

With this program we selected words for K=10, obtaining 155 keywords. The most frequent keywords from the list 
are: inflation, german, figure, economic, account, consume, trade, changes, goods, growth, rates, prices, etc. One can 
see these words on the right part of the screenshot. This list was then corrected by an expert, and the resultant list 
contained 96 keywords. These keywords can be named linguistic variables.  

The linguistic variables were used for parameterization of our corpus. As a result we obtained a vectorial form of the 
documents. All vectors were normalized on one. In the Appendix 3 we show the part of table with parameterized texts. 
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3 Models for forecast 
 
3.1 Tools  

 
1. GMDH Shell 
 
For inductive modeling we use the tool GMDH Shell (GS). It is already well-known tool for time series prognosis, 
function approximation and object classification including extended possibilities for visualization of results [2]. GS 
employs a technique of Group Method of Data Handling [1]. At present GS includes modifications of two algorithms: 

• Combinatorial GMDH  

• GMDH-type neural networks 

In the mode of classification GS uses the algorithm one-vs-all. This algorithm builds description for each class in the 
form of an equation. Such equations determine values related to probability of given class.  

 
2. Package EViews  
 
EViews (Econometric Views) is a well-known package oriented on the work with time series. It allows to build lineal 
regression models using the least squares method and the large set of statistics [3].  

In our research we use EViews  to build classifiers on the basis of regression equation.  Really having such an 
equation and having one threshold we can complete classification on 2 classes. In this case the values of equation  that 
exceed the mentioned threshold  define the first class and the other  ones define the second class. With two threshols we 
can complete classification on 3 classes.  

 
3.2 Inductive modelling  
 
Our corpus contained 89 documents.  80% of all data, i.e. 73 texts, were used for learning (teaching and control). The 
other 20%, i.e. 16 texts, were used for verification. It should say that 16 objects is too small sample, so the results with 
this sample should be considered as very approximate.  

GS builds classifiers for all our combinations of classes: {Growth, Fall}, {Growth, Constancy, Fall}, {Growth, Not- 
growth} and {Fall, Not-fall}. The results are presented at Table 5.  

Tab.5. Accuracy of classifiers 
Type Learning Verification 

Type 1 67,6% 61,1% 
Type 2 67,6% 44,4% 
Type 3 71,8% 72,2% 
Type 4 78,9% 61,1% 

 

Here are the equations of classifiers: 

Type 1 {Growth, Fall} 

Y  = 0.660  - 10.204W16 - 75.236W29W55 + 619.791W37W45
 

Type 2 {Growth, Constancy, Fall} 

Y+1  = 0.247  + 7.034W8W33      - 38.189W20W33  + 7.232W52
Y0    = 0.043  + 23.794W9W80    - 6.498W11W73    + 71.898W2

19
Y-1   = 0.211  + 90.171W16W20  + 81.230W29W55  + 37.955W53W54
 

Type 3 {Growth, Not-growth} 

Y   = 0.247  + 7.034W8W33      - 38.189W20W33  + 7.232W52
 

Type 4 {Fall, Not fall} 

Y   = 0.789  - 90.171W16W20     - 81.230W29W55  - 37.955W53W54
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Denominations Wi   at the right parts mean the frequency of corresponding linguistic indicators in a document under 
consideration. Appendix 4 shows GS screenshot for classifier {Growth, Fall}, and appendix 5 shows GS screenshot for 
classifier {Growth, Not-growth}.   

 

3.3  Regression analysis  
 

Because the number of equations (89) is less than the number of variables (96) then we can not directly use RA. For 
these reason we decided to use only variables selected by GS. It is the set of indicators: {W8,W9,W11,W16,W20,W29,W33,  
W52, W53,  W54,  W55}.  With them we consider the regression in the form:  

 
Y = a8W8+ a9W9 + a11W11 a16W16 + a20W20 + a29W29 +  a33W33 +  a52W52 + a53W53 +  a53W53 + a54W54

 

Although the traditional RA does not use any examination sample nevertheless we used it having taken 80% of 
documents, i.e. 73 texts, for teaching and the other 20%, i.e. 16 texts for verification. EViews tried to build models for 4 
classifiers. We could build a consistent model only for 2 from them {Growth, Not growth}, and {Fall, not fall}. The 
results are presented at Table 6. 

Tab.6. Accuracy of classifiers 
Type Teaching Verification 

Type 1 - - 
 Type 2 - -  
Type 3 72,9% 68,4% 
Type 4 59,0% 78,9% 

 

Here are the equations of classifiers: 

 
Type 3 {Growth, Not-growth} 

Y   = 0.205  + 1.106W8  - 4.614W20  + 4.828W52
 

Type 4 {Fall, Not-fall} 

Y   = - 4,578W20  - 3.677W54  - 3.677W55 
 

Using trial-and-error technique we found the best values for thresholds. It is U=0,387  for 3-rd classifier, and U= -0,344 
for 4-th classifiers.   

 
 

4  Conclusions 
 

The results of the work are : 

-  We proposed a new way for forecasting rate of currency pair based on the analysis of Forex news and analitical 
reviews 

-  Concrete models are built; they can be used for forecasting  

-  Proposed way can not substitute the existing strategies on currency market but it can be a useful addition to them 

In future we intend to do the following: 

−  to study the sensibility of results to different sets of linguistic variables; 

−  to implement experiments with other currencies; 

−  to consider new applications, in particularly, forecast of stock rates.  
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Appendix 
 

A.1 Forex news (example) 
 

Measures changes in sales of the German retail sector. Given that consumption makes up a significant portion of 
German GDP, the Retail Sales figure can act as an indicator of domestic demand. High or rising Retail Sales may spur 
German consumption, translating into economic growth. However, uncontrolled growth runs the risk of inflationary 
pressures. Since Germany is a large part of the Euro-zone, German figures may have some impact on the market. The 
headline figure is expressed in percentage change in the value of sales. 

 

A.2 LexisTerm (screenshot) 
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A.3 Parameterized corpus (part of data) 
 

 
 

A.4 GMDH Shell,  classifier {Growth, Fall} 
 

 
 
 

A.5 GMDH Shell, classifier {Growth, Not growth} 
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